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Meeting with members on April 14, 2018

Indexing the registers of censuses

We were 66 in MARSEILLE (France) on Saturday 14th
April 2018 despite train strikes and demonstrations… On a
sunny day, the Grande Famille was able to share friendly
and warm moments!

Voted at our last General Meeting, we are currently working
on indexing all registers of souls of PROCIDA (60
registers) and ISCHIA (10 registers).
This is major work to be carried out and it includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Indexing all the families and individuals
Indexing the various locations and areas
Modifying our online database and create the
various necessary forms and screens for the web
site
Importing the indexed data into our online
database

There are many benefits and it will allow you to:

April 14, 2018 in Marseille

You will find on our web site the slides of the conferences:
•

Status on our current and future projects – Pascal
SCOTTO DI VETTIMO

•

The story of the BARONE family in Marseille – René
BARONE

You will also find the photos of this event on our OneDrive
share – the link has been published on our internal message
board.
The main points to remember:
•

The next meeting will be held in the Paris area at fall
2018

•

The indexing work of the registers of censuses is
ongoing – more details on the right.

•

The next General Meeting will be in 2019 – place
and date to be confirmed.

Thank you again to René and Christian-Marie who prepared
our event in Marseille.

•
•
•
•
•

Locate you family
Unblock your research
Find unknown brother and sisters
Understand the evolution of surnames
Identify the places and addresses over the
decades and centuries

To this date, René BARONE, Michèle SCOTTO DI VETTIMO
et Sylviane MORIAU have indexed 9 registers including 7
for PROCIDA and 2 for FORIO d’ISCHIA.
Today I am pleased to announce that 7 registers of
PROCIDA from the 18th and 19th centuries have been
imported in our online database.
However, at this stage, only the feature to search on a
register is operational. The other features like searching
within a time interval, viewing a record and ordering the
digital copy of a record will arrive hopefully before the
summer.
To be continued…
Sad news
Yvon CORTES has left us on April 19, 2018 at the age of 79
years. Member of the Association from 2006 to 2015, I had
the chance to meet him several times. His family research
was very important to him and I am glad I was able to help
him. His kindness and gratitude towards me were my best
reward.
Pascal SCOTTO DI VETTIMO
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Evolution of our web site

New registers and index available

I confirm that we started to implement some new features
to our web site including:
•

[DONE] New links for the Articles, the Terms and

Conditions, the User’s Guide now available in multiple
languages (French, English, Italian mainly) to allow
members to understand them depending on their
citizenship;
•

•

Archives
PROCIDA
Abbazia San Michele
Arcangelo

[DONE] Modification of the database to be able to

receive the new indexes of censuses, as soon as they
are completed;
•

Please find below the list of new coming updates for the
online registers and indexes:

[DONE] Implementation of the feature to

FRANCE
Archives Maritimes

Registers
Censuses A01, A02,
A05, A07, A09, A11, A33
7 registers from 1702 to 1815
(René BARONE,
Michèle SCOTTO DI VETTIMO)
IM127, IM140, IM170 – ALGER
(Henri SCOTTO DI VETTIMO)

Search in a

register of censuses;

CORSE

[DONE] The following new places of origins have been

Various documents
Archives Maritimes

These existing records have been
moved from FRANCE to CORSE:
M01, DO1, IM00, IM01

added: Corsica, Sardinia et Sicily. They are now
available on your profile. Please update it as needed.
The next feature to be developed are in order:
1.

Implement the other features of search for censuses
(Search in a period, All records in a register, Record
search);

2.

Implement the View button to display the selected
census record;

3.

Implement the ability to Order a census document –
thus adapting the existing process for dealing with the
orders;

4.

Review and modify the related features (Statistics, My
Records, Database Maintenance…).

Shopping
Text taken from the book – in French only:
« Quelle chance d’avoir pu retrouver un manuscrit rédigé
par ma grand-mère paternelle Giovanna Anna. Ella a pu
l’écrire avec ses dernières forces à la fin d’une longue
maladie qui a fini par l’emporter.

Do not hesitate to let me know if your encounter problems
or anomalies by sending a message to info@procidafamily.com including the necessary information for
reproducing the issue and screenshots if needed.
Thank you in advance for your help and patience.
Pascal SCOTTO DI VETTIMO

Le récit nous conduit de son île natale d’Ischia à l’Algérie
que la carrière de son mari lui a fait traverser. Malgré les
peines et les malheurs qu’elle a pu vivre, elle a aimé cette
terre qu’elle a faite sienne pendant plus de soixante ans.
Avant qu’elle ne termine sa vie de l’autre côté de la
Méditerranée, dans un pays qu’elle ne connaissait pas.
J’ai eu beaucoup d’affection pour cette femme qui fut une
grand-mère aimante. Et je suis heureux de faire connaitre
son autobiographie, que j’ai agrémentée de photos et d’une
annexe généalogique. »
Christian-Marie REGINA
END

